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MYRTLE RUST
Austropuccinia psidii
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Ever since learning that Myrtle Rust arrived in Tasmania and fears that it could decimate our
Myrtaceae plant family, APST members have been keen to learn more about this fungus, how our
authorities were handling the situation, how we could assist and what was the present situation in our
state. Tim Rudman answered our concerns with his well structured talk first explaining the Myrtle Rust
biology and disease, its history, the situation in Tasmania and finally the degree of the rust problem on
mainland Australia. Tim works in biodiversity monitoring in the pest species section pertaining to our
World Heritage areas.
Myrtle rust is a type of rust fungus, a plant pathogen. When found in NSW in 2010 it was thought to be
Uredo rangelii or Puccinia psidii which is indigenous to Central and South America and the Caribbean.
However, it was found to be taxonomically different and placed in a new genus, Austropuccinia. Tim
pointed out that other rusts have two hosts but Austropuccinia psidii life cycle occurs on one plant — it is
a single strain which is in our favour for control of the disease. Australia, Hawii and America have this
one type. If it were to cross with another invasive strain it would become more virulent. The yellow
spores one can see on plants is just the visible stage in the cycle. It is an invasive pathogen on several
genera of Myrtaceae outside of its native area and especially in Australia, a biodiversity hotspot of
Myrtaceae. As Myrtaceae is a keystone species covering vast areas of our landscape, anything that
threatens them is a threat to our whole environment.
Historically, Australian scientists have been aware of Myrtle rust and trying to keep it out. It was known
that a Melaleuca species( a pest in Florida), had been wiped out by Myrtle Rust in 1979 and in Hawii in
2005, whole hillsides of Myrtaceae plants died. It was found in Australia and Vanuatu in 2010 and in
South Africa pre 2013. In a couple of years it had spread all along the Eastern seaboard of mainland
Australia and spread to Tasmania about 2014. By 2015 it was recorded in Indonesia and in New
Zealand in 2016.

Myrtle Rust attacks the soft young growth, soft flower buds, soft fruit and
seedlings and the yellow spores are seen in summer and autumn.
It rapidly spreads in the right climatic conditions. All tropical areas are ideal
for it as Myrtle Rust requires a warm, wet climate with high humidity. It also
requires about 6 hours of darkness with temperatures between 16° and 25°
Centigrade to enable germination. Spores are produced in about 10 days
and survive about 90 days but plants do not show symptoms of the disease
for a few weeks.
Tasmania is therefore only susceptible to Myrtle Rust in its warmer regions
during those times of moist, summertime conditions. It has been found in
the north and north-east around Devonport, Shearwater and coastal towns
on Lophomyrtus cultivars but not in inland Tasmania. Climate change
analogue sites ( equivalent to possible increases in temperature over the
next 70+ years) have been studied and are MR free and Victoria is free of
native vegetarian infestation. These climate requirements auger well for
the disease not becoming a major problem in our state.

CSIRO

To date in Tasmania, Myrtle Rust has only been
found on Lophomyrtus plants which are the key
carriers in this state. These plants are native to
New Zealand and brought in by the Nursary
industry as decorative garden bushes and
hedges.

Lothomyrtus cultivar with
Myrtle Rust spore.
Lothomyrtus Rainbows End

The most common Lophomyrtus varieties found
in Tasmanian gardens are:
Black Stallion (varying from burgundy to green/
brown leaves); Red Dragon (reddish leaves) and
Rainbows End (pink & cream variegated leaves).

Also vunerable to MR are Agonis flexuosa, After Dark, Ugni molinae (Chilean Guava), Taziberry ™ and
Myrtus berry. People from the northern regions, who have Lophomyrtus plants on or near their property,
should contact the hotline number1800 084 881 if the plant is infected. The plants must be removed (at
no cost) to prevent the disease spreading. An infected plant will eventually die anyway. On finding
Myrtle Rust symptoms, contact with the spores is to be avoided as they are extremely easily
transported on clothing as well as by wind and rain, insects and movement of the plants. If disposed of,
they should be double bagged and placed in the rubbish—not green waste or compost.
The story is not so optimistic in Australia’s warmer, wetter states with many Queensland and coastal
NSW species being very susceptible to MR disease. There are 1100 Myrtaceae taxa in susceptible
climates with over 350 known native hosts. Of these taxa,165 species are without a climate refugia and
soft fruited species are particularly vulnerable as their seeds are storage resistant. Studies are
underway but some common species may well become threatened in the future like Rhodomyrtus
psidioides which is already suffering extensive dieback. However, some species include a resistant
population and species variation within and between regions has been shown to be considerable.
Let’s hope Myrtaceae species prove resilient and resistant as it would be devastating to lose many of
our beautiful Melaleucas, Leptospermums, Baeckeas/ Eureomyrtus, Thryptomenes or Tasmanian
Peppermints with Eucalyptus pulchella, E. tenuiramis, E, amygdalina, E. risdonii, E. sieberi and
E.pauciflora all showing high levels of susceptibility to Myrtle Rust disease in glasshouse testing. The
ban on bringing Meutaceae species into Tasmania is still in place, Tim believes, to try and prevent a
second strain of the pathogen being introduced.

September Plant of the Month
Presented by Peter Dowde

Microcachrys tetragona
Creeping Pine

Peter brought along a very impressive
Micrcachrys tetragona which has been growing
in a pot for nearly 30 years!
He told us this plant is endemic to western Tasmania where it is a
low growing shrub to 1m at high altitudes. Its leaves are scale-like
arranged in opposite decussate pairs.
The generic name, Microcachrys , literally means small cones in
this context while tetragona refers to the stems having a square
cross-section.
Microcachrys has been called one of the most spectacular cases
of a known relictual plant, being widespread in the southern
hemisphere during the Cenozoic age but now having a very
restricted distribution. It has a distinctive pollen grain which has
been identified in many fossil records but since the break up of
Gondwana, it is the sole surviving species of the genus Microcachrys.
It was one of the plants named by Ass. Prof. Greg Jordan at our June meeting as occurring in ‘hot spots’
of ancient species.(Photos supplied by P. Dowde).
*****************************************************************************************************************

“BLOOMING TASMANIA” —

24 & 25 September, Albert Hall, Launceston
Rosemary Verbeeten has submitted a full report
for December Eucryphia but I’m sure APST and
Northern Group in particular, wish to not only
thank the hard working team of Bruce
Champion, Jill Clark, and Rosemary Verbeeten
but congratulate them on the success of our
Society’s participation in this venture. They were
assisted by Lynne Mockridge, family members
and many Northern Group APST members
either on roster or preparing material and the
display area.
Photo of Daphne Longman, Jill Clark and Sharon
Percy at the APST display taken by Rosemary
Verbeeten.

I was rostered to assist and observed the level of public interest in the glorious colour, abundant variety
and unusual blooms of Australia’s native plants which surprised and pleased all visitors. Questions and
compliments abounded and I believe this is a most effective way to promote our native plants. LMS

General Meeting Tuesday 17 October 2017

Guest speaker: Mark Wapstra

“What is Tasmania’s most Fascinating Plant? -Tales of Giants & Pygmies”
From the tallest hardwood in the world to the smallest flowering plant in the world, Tasmania’s
vegetation abounds in diversity, oddities, beauties and fascinating plants
Tasmania’s giants, our tallest plants, are Eucalyptus regnans
the ‘king’ of trees. One cannot but feel a connection with these
massive trees up to 600 years of age. E regnans is the oldest
hardwood in the world and an important commercial timber—
part of the Tassie ‘oak’ group. Common names always vary
so it is known to timber workers as Swamp Gum or Reggers,
Mountain Ash in Victoria but Giant Ash in Tasmania where it
grows at lower altitudes. Tasmania vies with Victoria for the
biggest tree!
The ‘Kermandie Queen’ measures 77 m with a 21.65 m
circumference. It is 500+ years old while ‘Centurion” in the
Andromeda stand in the Styx reached 98m height but these
lose height as the tops fall out from wind/weight.
If they are not burnt, there is no regeneration which is a
problem. Fire is essential to open the capsules and as the
seeds have little stored food they need a clean forest floor and
nutrients in the ash for regrowth. If there is no fire, these wetter
forests gradually turn into rainforest and the eucalyptus die.
Fire plays a different role in drier forests where the Eucalypts
propagate differently.
The photos below show the eucalyptus oil glands and seeds.

(Photos supplied by M. Wapstra)

Australia’s smallest plant, our pygmy, is Wolffia australiana, Duckweed. It is not endemic to Australia
and is indeed the world’s smallest flowering plant. It grows in ponds to 0.5mm in size and reproduces
vegetatively in dense clonal populations. It floats well with air cells and is an important food source for
water birds and people in some parts of the world.
One of the world’s rarest plants is found in
Campbelltown cemetery—Prasophyllum taphanyx
(photo right--meaning ‘ by the graveside’). One
lone P.taphanyx was taped by DPWE in 2000-02.
It is threatened because there are few plants, it
has sporadic flowering and also due to annual
mowing, grave ‘encroachment’, weeds and
trampling. The Seed Bank has been unsuccessful
in obtaining seed and its pollinator is unknown.
This cemetery also grows Pterostylus ziegeleri, a
tiny greenhood and Diuris chryseopsis, golden
moth orchids. All these orchids are threatened in
the Midlands.
Another fascinating orchid is Caleana major , the flying duck orchid
(photo left). The shape and pheromones attract and fool male sawflies (pseudocopulation). Mark said the male sawfly is a slow learner as it mistakes the orchid
for a female up to16 times! Landing causes the trigger to flip and deposit/collect
pollen. However, as the plant is visited by several species, botanists are still not
positive which insect pollinates the orchid. The Type specimen location for this
little orchid was actually the Sydney Opera House site!
Mark has had a challenging job trying to
film the trigger mechanism on Stylidium
plants in action as it is amongst the fastest
in the plant world at 15 mille-seconds. This
gives the visiting insect no chance to avoid
being whacked on the back and carrying out its pollination duties.
Stylidiums vary from big showy ones S.armeria to pygmy annuals/
ephemerals like S. despectum and S. beaugleholei. Mark explained their distinctive reproductive structure and how the delayed development of the female parts prevents self pollination.
S.despectum (left) and S.armeria ( above)
Mark next described the fascinating small carnivorous world of Tasmania
including Drosera pygmaea (left). Their stalked glands secrete sweet mucilage to
attract and ensnare insects and enzymes to digest them while sessile glands
absorb the resulting ‘ nutrient soup’. They move their tentacles in response to
contact with edible prey and have thus adapted to nutrient-poor soils.
The carnivorous plant family, Utricularia,
have bladder-like traps at the base of the
plants that capture and digest small aquatic
animals. Mark explained how tiny hairs respond as soon as something touches them
and showed us an amazing video filmed
overseas of a large bladderwort rapidly
sucking in and beginning to digest water fleas.
However, U.dichotoma , fairies aprons, and the even smaller
U.laterifolia, have tiny 1/2 mm bladders. U.australis found in
St Helens dam and in the first Basin of the Gorge a couple of years
ago, flower only occasionally. They do not need to flower to
reproduce. (All photos supplied by M. Wapstra.)

Utricularia dichotoma

October Plant of the Month
Written and presented by Roy Skabo

Comesperma

At this time of the year it is impossible to walk very far in dryish bushland
without seeing a splash of brilliant colour, often at about eye-level. The
brilliant, usually blue flowers are very much like pea flowers at first glance
and they are on a twining vine which clambers over other plants. It is not
a parasite. It is of course the blue love creeper or Comesperma volubile.
The name Comesperma means seed with tuft of hairs and the volubile
means twining.

C.volubile

Recently, Louise and I were wandering the bush near our shack when
we spotted a flash of pink which on checking, we found to be a pink
form of Comesperma volubile.
The family is Polygalaceae named after the genus Polygala. Polygala
is represented in Tasmania by an invasive garden escapee, Polygala
myrtifolia which invades coastal heaths in the north and east of the
state.

Comesperma flowers have two wings which give the resemblance to
pea flowers but in Comesperma the wings are actually two of the
sepals which are coloured like the three petals.

Blue love creeper is one of five species in the genus in Tasmania and
it is the only one which is a creeper. Two of the other species are
Comesperma ericinum which we see frequently on the east coast
and the very similar C. retusum both of which are shrubs, to about 1m
tall, with beautiful pink flowers.
C.ericinum

The other species, C calymega, are
small, not very showy blue-flowered plants which only grow about 30cm
and which occur in sandy heaths.

C. calymega

Unfortunately the genus is not much used in gardens, being difficult to
maintain apparently so we will probably just have to keep enjoying it in the
bush. ( All photos by Roy Skabo.)

October Excursion with Mark Wapstra
Wed. 18 October
Powranna and Tom Gibson Reserves
It is always a privilege to be accompanied on excursions by such
knowledgeable and enthusiastic native plant people like Mark. Both
reserves were extremely dry this season but nevertheless we saw
plenty of colour with orange/yellow Pultenaea pedunculata,
Kennedia prostrata, Leptorrhynchos sqamatus (scaley buttons),
Leucopogan virgatus var. brevifolia which is restricted to the
Midlands as well as the plants photographed below:
L-R: Thysanous patersonii, Pultenaea humilis, Chamaescilla
corymbsa and Lissanthe strigosa (peachberry heath).
Mark identifying the pygmy plants.

(Photos L. Skabo)

However, following Mark’s talk about fascinating pygmy plants, he found one damp area with an
amazing number of tiny ephemerals in a small depression. There was Centroleptis aristata, C. strigosa,
Triglochin nana (tiny arrowgrass),Cicendia filiformis (a cosmopolitan small yellow flower), Crassula
decumbens, Crassula peduncularis, Limosella australis (southern mudwort), and
Isolepis hystrix (awned clubsedge). Later, Mark showed us the inflorescence of a small fanwort,
Aphelia gracilis, a listed species which appears annually in the Midlands for only a very short time.

Centrolepis aristata

Cicendia filiformis

Photos (left), by Roy Skabo

After lunch in a florific patch at Tom Gibson Reserve, we found several species of orchid including
Caladenia fuscata, C. Grasilis, Pterostylis nutans, P. pedunculata, P.melagramma and some lovely
pure white Glossodia major. Spyridium vexilliferum (helicopter bush) are abundant here as is the rarer
Stenanthemum pimeloides (propeller plant) which also has floral bracts often mistaken for petals but is
a low, densely matted shrub.

Some of the 12 attendees at Gibson Reserve (L.Skabo)

Stenanthemum pimeloides ( R .Skabo)

APST Excursion to Judy Harris’s land,
Pontypool
and Wielangta State Forest, Orford.
November 11-12
Caladenia cracens S. Talbot).

Cyathodes glauca

In a less dry Spring, Judy Harris’s lovely bush block at Pontypool on the east coast, would have been
more colourful and florific as there was a lot of Pultenaea pedunculata, Hibbertia hirsute, H. sericia

Hovea heterophylla, Violaceae sp., Comesperma volubile ,Clematis gentianoides, Billardiera mutabilis
and many small Acacia verticillata and Leptospermum lanigerum. However, keen eyed APST members
recorded over 50 species under a canopy of Eucalyptus amygdalina and E. Globulus trees. As well as
the eucalyptus trees there are Callitris rhomboidea (Oyster Bay Pine), Exocarpos syrticola (cherry tree)
and Allocasuarina sp.
Judy bought these 17 hectares a couple of years ago so that her family from Hobart and the north
would have a place roughly midway to holiday together. There is good fishing and beaches nearby.
Two of our Northern Group members enjoyed camping near Judy’s shack seeing a spectacular display
of stars each night. Six other members had a most enjoyable evening in luxury at Swansea before we
continued the following day to the Wielangta Forest south of Orford.
The Flash Tier walk just south of the Three Thumbs was recommended by Bruce Champion and we all
appreciated the diverse flora. This area has the largest forest of Eucalyptus pulchella in Tasmania and
we were particularly interested to see it as this eucalypt does not grow in the north. We first walked
through wet sclerophyll with masses of Bauera rubioides, Cyathodes glauca in amazing reds, pinks and
purple fruit, prickly but colourful Pultenaea juniperina, white-flowering Zieria arborescens and Clematis
aristata, Tetrathica labillardierei ( both purple and white!), occasional orchids including Caladenia
cracens and dozens of other beautiful plants. At lunch time, being a little unsure we were on the right
track, Roy and Jim studied the map but Bruce’s good information helped us safely back after a very
satisfying 9-10 km walk. LMS

A very healthy Echidna specimen seen at
Pontypool.
THE EXCURSIONERS: L-R
Suzanne Talbot, Sharon Percy, Louise and
Roy Skabo, Lynne Mockridge, Jim Talbot
Gilly Zacks and Colin and Janet Hallam
( Janet’s photo inserted as she was the
photographer ). Judy Harris attended the
first day at Pontypool.
(Other photos L. Skabo).

November 21 General Meeting

Guest Speaker Alan Gray

What Eucalypt is that?
Alan Gray, Honorary Botanist, Tasmanian Herbarium, arrived with armfuls of
different eucalyptus samples and a head full of detailed knowledge of
Tasmania’s Eucalyptus Genera. The hall was filled with the beautiful fresh
smell from their leaves as he helped us learn to differentiate between and
appreciate the beauty of these trees whose genus dominates much of
Tasmania’s vegetation.

E regnans

E.vernicosa

From our tallest, the “ruler of the forest’ ,
E regnans, to the smallest, E.vernicosa which
grows on the Hartz Mountain, Alan showed
photos and described the distinguishing features
of Tasmania’s 30 eucalypts. He explained that
there are two major groups of eucalypts in our
state; the monoclypts and the symphiomyrts — the gums—smoother bark
trees-like E.ovata and E.viminalis. The latter have 1,3, or 7 flowers per
inflorescence and have an inner and outer operculum (petals and sepals)
while the monocalyptus (ashes and peppermints) have many flowers per
inflorescence and only one operculum per flower (a combination of petals
and sepals). Alan handed out detailed notes for us to study later.
Due to the last ice age most of Tasmania’s
eucalypt species are found in the SE and south
of the state with 20 to 30 species from Mount
Wellington and surrounds. One of the beautiful
eucalypts found only on Mt Wellington and
Bruny Island is ‘yellow gum’, E. johnstonii .
When explaining its common name to his
students, Alan would spray the tree with water
to emphasise its glorious colours.

E.johnstonii

E.urnigera which has distinctive capsules -hence urn gum -is an unusual subalpine
species from SE Tasmania including Mt. Wellington. Another SE species is
E.cordata, a rare species which retains its juvenile glaucous leaves for a long time.
Alan had a sample of its large, heart-shaped leaves.
EE.urnigera

Alan Gray named and described E.nebulosa, which grows on the
serpentine ridges in western Tasmania. For many years, Alan thought it
was a different species with its blue-green misty appearance seen at a
distance. Two years ago it was officially accepted as our 30th Eucalyptus
Genus. Members of APST saw it on the last NW Regional Get-together.

E.nebulosa

Alan listed the members of the peppermint group of monoclypts with
E. tenuiramus from the SE and E. risdonii from Hobart’s eastern shore being closely related,
E pulchella which only grows on dolerite soils in SE, E. coccifera the most abundant high altitude
species, E. nitida the most abundant species in western regions, E. radiata uncommon and from the
NW and E.amygdalina a widespread dry forest peppermint (apart from the SW) with distinctive narrow
leaves and bark onto the small branches. He also listed the ash group and the symphiomyrts/gums of
Tasmania. Alan was busy throughout supper answering members’ questions.

Eucalypt ID Excursion to Launceston Field Naturalists Property - Skemps
Led by Alan Gray
Wednesday 22 November
It was a glorious sunny day for APST North excursion with Alan
Gray to Skemps, the LFN property which has seven different
eucalypt species. It was a typical botanical walk with the fourteen
attendees progressing about 20 metres in the first 20 minutes! We
immediately came across several good specimens of
E.brookeriana . We learnt how Alan had been the person who
described this species E.brookeriana in 1979 and how he chose
the species name to honour Dr Ian Brooker, who, till his death in
2015, was a leading authority on the Eucalyptus genus. Dr Brooker
was very pleased and pointed out that the species contained his
first name as well! Alan told us
the leaves were an easy way to
identify this species with their
scalloped edges, oil glands like
little stars when held against the
light, different sheen on each
side of the leaf and the strong
smell of gum. The bark is
tessellated and it has 7 buds per
E.brookeriana umbel. Before 1979, it was called
Photo; A.Gray E.ovata but Alan noticed many
differences.

E. brookeriana at Skemps
Photo: L.Skabo

E.delegatensis, E.regnans and E.obliqua were all growing strongly in this same lovely relic bushland at
Skemps. Alan showed us the round, glaucous juvenile leaves, fibrous bark trunks but smooth main
branches and reddish small branches of E.delegatensis; the soft bark
base and upper tell-tale ribbons of hanging bark in E.regnans and the
soft thick bark you can punch without hurting yourself as a distinctive
feature of E.obliqua. Due to its thick bark, it recovers well after fire with
thick buds on lower tree ready to sprout. We came across a tree with an
E. Viminalis sign but Alan thought the leaves too broad thinking they
looked more curved and narrow like E.dalrympliana. As we were unable
E.obliqua bark by A.Gray
to find any seed capsules nearby and as Skemps is at 500m where both
grow, the mystery is yet to be solved. This showed it’s sometimes difficult to differentiate eucalypts—
”Don’t get into eucalypts—a most frustrating plant!” said Alan Gray—and HE is very knowledgeable!

Alan Emailed on his return to Hobart, thanking us for our hospitality, the enthusiasm of the Group and
the pleasant “amble, talk and look” at Skemps. To quote Alan: “...the participants were a pleasure to
have along, but I do hope that I was not too strict in enticing them to join the group when something
interesting required an explanation or mention?” No, you were not Alan as because of this, we all learnt
a lot about eucalypts, other plants and enjoyed your interesting stories about people and plants. LMS

November Plant of the Month
Written, photographed and presented by
Margaret Hosford

Gaultheria hispida and Gaultheria lanceolata
These beautiful sub alpine plants are in the Ericaceae family and
were named after Jean-Francois Gaulthier of Quebec in 1748, and
used by Carl Linnaeus. Tasmania had 4 shrubby species in which
the calyx becomes succulent at the fruiting stage. G.lanceolata and G.tasmanica are endemic while
G.depressa is not on the mainland but is found in NZ. Gaultheria hispida (Snowberry) is an upright
shrub which is widespread in subalpine woodlands and on wet forest margins-hispida from the Latin for
hairy or bristly. It’s also found in Victoria’s Otway Range, but may have originally come from Tasmania.

G.hispida

G. lanceolata

G.depressa

G.tasmanica

Margaret grows both G.hispida and G.lanceolata in her garden in a shady,
moist fernery area and finds they self-seed in sheltered, moist areas ( see
photo below). They also grow well in a container with well-drained acidic soil.
The leaves are quite distinctive: evergreen, alternate, toothed, shiny with the veins depressed, and often with a reddish tinge at the tips. The young stems and leaf under- surfaces are rough due to short,
stiff hairs. The leaves are 3-8 cm long and the stems usually quite red.
The flowers have 5 petals in a whorl with dense, terminal panicles and the sepals are cream/pale green.
Later, the creamy sepals form calyx to enclose the fruit. They grow about one metre tall.
It’s called snowberry because the thickly clustered berries
look like snow but Margaret says its texture is crispy icy
like eating a little snowball. The Pallawa aboriginal people
used them for eating and medicine. Chef, Peter Gilmore
says “A fresh berry is like eating heaven. It is like eating
Tassie wilderness in its purest form”!!

Gaultheria lanceolata is a small montane shrub about 10-20 cm high with fleshy red, white or pink fruit.
The leaves are smaller– about 1-2 cm. It is found on the Central Plateau and is rare. The flowers are
fewer but larger than G.hispida and on individual flower stalks and the sepals are darker
green/red. The photo at the top of this article shows some of these differences between
the two species and the illustration (right) from Hooker’s Flora Tasmaniae 1860 shows
the red fruit of lanceolata.
Try planting one - they are hardier than they look.

Margaret Hosford’s Garden
Windermere

Quite a few APST Northern Group members have
now had the pleasure of visiting Margaret and John
Hosfords’ beautiful garden along the east Tamar
Esturary. Roy and I recently saw it at the height of its
spring flowering and were duly impressed with the
enormous amount of work the Hosfords have
expended planning and planting hundreds of species,
mainly Australian natives.
Mary Slattery might have room to include photos of
the Hosfords’ garden in the December Eucryphia, so,
in case that goes ahead, I can not repeat the article in
this edition of Northern News.
*********************************************************************************************************************

Northern Group Programme — December 2017 to March 2018

Seasons Greetings to all APST North members
Dec 5

Tuesday 10am

Excursion to Mt Barrow Discovery Trail, Meet at Nunamara
store, corner Binghams Rd. and Tasman H’way at 9:50 am.

Dec 8

Friday 6:30 pm

Christmas at Windsor Park Community Precinct

Dec 19

Tuesday 9:30-11:30 Working bee , Native Garden, HFG, Mowbray

Jan 14-19

ANPSA Biennial Conference , Hobart

Jan

TBA -Email

Alpine Excursion

Jan 6

Saturday 1:00 pm.

Propagation APST Nursery, Windsor Park, Riverside

Jan 23

Tuesday 9:30-11:30 Working bee , Native Garden, HFG, Mowbray

Feb 3

Saturday 1:00 pm.

Propagation APST Nursery, Windsor Park, Riverside

Feb 20

Tuesday, 7:30 pm.

Annual General Meeting Max Fry Hall.

Feb 27

Tuesday 9:30-11:30 Working bee , Native Garden, HFG, Mowbray

March 3

Saturday 1:00 pm.

Propagation APST Nursery, Windsor Park, Riverside

Have you found it hard to buy a
NATIVE TASMANIAN FLOWER CALENDAR?
For the occasion of ANPSA Biennial Conference in
Hobart this January, a 21x30 cm 2018 calendar has
been published featuring all Tasmanian native plants
and their environs. The beautiful images are by
Amanda Walker and are $15 each.
To take advantage of this opportunity, contact
Northern Group member, Margaret Killen,
on (03) 6327 1047 and place your order.

